TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Before I left Spink & Son, they showed me a picture of the Order,
to persuade me that their first immediate knowledge of it was not
merely a lucky guess. Respecting them for their omniscience,
I thanked them and departed.
Strangeness had reached its peak between my entrance and exit.
Our family relic had lain for at least fifty years hidden away by
my aunt who had died in the summer; and who can tell for how
many years before that, among my grandmother's treasures; and
she must have had it sent to her after her own father died in Trieste,
perhaps a century ago, perhaps more. Yet waiting till I happened
to be in London again, and happened to have an hour to spare in
the afternoon, oil this very day of November 9th, 1942, when
Tunis had for the first time leapt into the Radio News Bulletin
at 7 a.m., on this very day I chose to stroll round and have it
identified, and it was an Order of Chivalry belonging to
Tunis.
The pattern goes on, like one of Bach's weaving fugues; anjd
most of the rime, if we ever pause to think about it, it seems to be
flung together in a haphazard sort of way. But every now and
then we are startled, as I was starded, standing there on the pavement
outside Spink's.
I have tried not to use the word coincidence in describing the
episode. I have tried very hard. Coincidence when it is not in
our own lives seems trivial and hardly surprising at all, and we shy
away when others try to impress us with an account of some
astonishing example of it.
"When coincidea&ce is fortunate to ourselves, we are apt to surmise
grandiloquently that it is all Part of a Pattern. When infelicitous,
however, we cease to comment, preferring to sever a bad bit
from any supposed pattern, and to regard it as sudden, incoherent,
undeserved.
All the sanxe, you must admit that it was a million to one against
this encounter of Tunis and Tunis in my life (which had hitherto
been totally Tunisless) falling on November 9th, 1942. Nor am
I trying to show by implication that the whole world-war must
Jiave been shaped towards my discovery of the Order's origin at
jrast tbat instant, by my aunt's death and the unpacking of her
possessions and the postponement of my enquiry till I actually
tfctpniai to Londqp from the country. Rather do I suggest with
some iwuniify that my own life, in the same chain of events but
approached fe>m the opjposite direction, might haye been gradually
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